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Prwfs are given c:)f theorems of Lov&z and Brualdi on the existence in a finite iimple 
graph c:tf matchings r q&red to meet vertices in a given set A of vertices. An alternating 
chain wndition is aStained for a maximum matching to meet all the vertices in A. 
Let G be a finite stmpk graph with vertex-set V and edge-set E. A 
matching *ih G is a sel s of G such that each vertex of G is in- 
cident to ;tt most one rtex w of G is incident to one of 
the edges in a mat:% is said to rreet v. 
A mate hing i,n 61 is a WX~~IW.VI matching if no matching in G con- 
tains morlt: edges thaIi pfect ~~t~~~~~ if each vertex of G is 
incident IO exactly 01: 
or X ‘LC V, let p(X: A) be the number of compczncnts 
n odd number of l Irertices all of which are contained in A, 
e grkph obtaine 
I 
ng the vertices in 
and d.l edl;ges to whicl’, vertices in [ 61, Lovk;l, obtaine 
the following result t.
~~r~rn can also be obtained by specializing to finite graphs 
rualdi f3, Theorem I j. 
mends iind Fulkerson provd that the collection of ail SUIP 
with the pqxr:y that there is a matching in G which meets 
in X is a matroid on lihe set K If P is the rank function csf 
id, it follows from Thelorem 2 that for A C_ V, 
IXI + IA --p(X:rl;: xc V). 
rm, this fact ‘was noted by Rrualdi [ 3, p. 4063. Note that 
ce of r(A) is that so:ffke naatching in G meets r(A) vertices 
no matching in G meet,s more tk\an r(A) vertices ill A, 
m 1 S The necessity of the condition is obvious, so we 
ondition holds and show that the desired matching 
ts. Let c9 be the defect of G, i.e., the number of vertices not 
aximum matching. Ihen I VI + d is even. L,et I) be a set such 
= d and Y rr B = $. Let G: ’ be the: jgayh with vertex-set 
d edge:-set consistin:g of E, One edge joining each vertex 
vertex in V \ A, and onie edge joining each pair of distinct 
‘hen 13 has a matching which meets each vertex in A if 
has a prfect matching. 
(X) be the nulnber of components of G’ \ X having 
ztices. If D c AI, then bly [ 7, Theorem 11, p’(X) 
IX rl VI + d = [Xi. If D $$Y, then p’(X) = J&Y n V; 
Eknee, p’(X) < f x n vi -f c < MI + c. 
) - LXI is even. Thus p’(X) <: MI for ev 
utte”s theorem, 6” has a perfect matching. 
e prove only the swff’iciency of the csr~di- 
e ass~~~~ to hold. Let D be a set such that ID1 = IA I - t 
Ilf A e X, then 
If D !G X, let 3’ = D v I’, where Y G I? Then, 
p’(X;A w D)=p(Y;A)G WI f fAl -- t= MI * 
Suppose that A % X land D 4 X.. Tken. p’(X; A u D) = 0 or I, SO 
p’(X; A U D) G t X t if X is not empt~~. Furthermore, p’((b., ,4 W 
if either some vertex in A is adjacent o scame vertex in VZ A o 
k even, i.e., t is even. 
Thus, the proof is complete exc;Jpt in the following case: no vertex 
in A is adjacent o a vertex in V \ ,4 and t is odd, in this case, 
asetsuehth;at!CI=IAI --t- 1 and A n C = (0. Let 6 * be C”ne gr:aph 
with Vertex-Siret A w C and edgeset consisting of those edges in E vkch 
join vertices in A and o:ne edge joining each vertex in C and each verte)r 
inA. LetX$A u C. 
If A c X, br if A $ A’ and C $ P.‘, ther, p*(X) < IX I, where 
/I’(x) = p”(X; A t) C). 
If C !G X, let XT = C ~1 Ye where Y f A. ‘I’hen, 
However, since M u Ct is even, p*(X,! - 11X1 iseven; thus, p*(X) sf I.M. 
Therefore, hy Tutte’s theorem, c” !!ras aperfect matching, and i,r w 
delete from it those edges joining vertices in C and vertices in A, r K are 
left with a matching in G which meets P 7 1 vertices in A. 
Let A! be a matching in G. In [ 21, Berge gave a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition in terms of alternating &ains (relative to _ 
for M to be a m&mum matching. PIssunting M to be m;;veimum, ou:r 
next result gives a simi! ar conditbn for N to n eet r CA ) vertices in A. 
ices in d and ks wch that the: number af vertices in A 
as large as possibie. There is a vertex a~ E A 
Hence, B) is incident to an edge in M’ j 1213. 
t of the graph 
t \.M)u (,M\M’))l 
one of ills vat ices is either a closed chain with edges alter- 
or a (chain with edges alternately in ’ and and 
es not met by one of the Itwo matchings. 
the component is of the latter kind; call it C. 
r&x u is at o:!te nd of C, and we denote by tclt the vertex at the 
s, w E A. By Berg& characterization ~,f maxi- 
uently not 
t of edges of Cc and let M” \F)w(F 
ximum matching in G, and it meets r(d) vertic 
c& exactly the s;ame vertices in A as does R-I’ except that i8t doles not 
areovizr, the number af ver&es in d met by 
er of those met by both M ’ 
he choicr:e of A4 ‘. 
( I ) The proof of Tutte”s theorem given in HaraqT’s bsak 1.5, 
ield a proof of Theorem 1 I6 In 
of that prtisof, choose S so that t meets a maximum 
there exists zdO E d not met 
or ST-point (i.e., vertex) is 
t of T-points, we have 
erson’s paper [ 1 9 p, 185] 
t r(X) be the set of vertices 
rat to vestices in X. Assume A !G r(d) and that I A I is even 
t II(A)! =4zlAl. If !r(x)l> min {$kziXi, IF(A for 
of A, *then G has a matching which meets each vertex 
ltiple edges. For each u’ E V, 
ined a necessary and suff+ 
such that each 
tence of a per,fect matching We can modify hi:; proof and use Theorem 1 
to prove the following generalizatio~n. 
Let A cl Y, and for each a? E A let f(u) be a nonnegative integer. If 
X and Y are &joint subsets of A, aad if C is a component of @ \ (X W Y) 
with vertex-set V(c) contained in A, we denote by n(C, Y) the number 
s of C joining ae vertex in V(C) and one in Y. Then we let 
; A) bc: the number of such compcjnents of G \ (X u Y) such that 
is odd. The graph G has a set N of edges uch that each vertex u in A is 
incident to exactly f(~) edges in N if and only if for each pair of disjoint 
subsets X and Y of k, 
:s f 4u) > q(X Y; A) + c 
t&x UEY 
(f(v) - +(u)) . 
Here, d*(u) is the degree of u in G ! X. Note that the effect of the exis- 
tence of edges jo:ining a vertex in A znnd one in V \ A is felt iw both 
q(X, Y; A) and the degrees&-(u). 
The author wishes ‘to thank Ithe referee for several helpful remarks. 
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